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The term ‘déjà vu’ is not generally seen in a positive light. Many a déjà vu experience can irritate or make you dizzy. But
it’s quite different in the case of a revenant that entered my listening room shortly before Christmas 2017: the pumpedup successor of the Class-A mono amps A4 from Bargteheide manufacturer Valvet which I was privileged to review two
years ago. Knut Cornils, the developer and owner of the company, has significantly pimped the power amps which had
already been highly impressive then. So what’s new? For a start, the power amps are now called A4e – the small ‘e’ stands
for ‘external power supply’. This means that when unpacking the eager listener now has to heave two heavy items per
channel out of the box: the power supplies have been outsourced into external cases and now enter the fray with a 500VA toroidal transformer each. The amps as well as the power supplies are equipped with expensive supports made by
bFly-audio and are thus not only stably positioned but also perfectly de-coupled from the surface they are sitting on.
Compared to their predecessors, the continuous output has been raised from 55 Watts to 65 Watts into 8 Ohms. Speaking
of increase: the price has also been raised from 4750 Euros for the A4 to 6900 Euros – and that, according to Valvet, is the
introductory price.
Generally speaking I am rather skeptical when re-worked ‘Mk2’ variants of components or speakers are introduced to the
market. Quite often the improvements promised by the brochures turn out to be minimal –it seems as if the some
manufacturers want to create the impression of constant development or – honi soi qui mal y pense – make a few extra
Euros in the process.

The good news: the Valvet mono-amps are actually better! Better to such an extent that the price difference is entirely
justified. This can be seen in three different areas: First, micro-resolution in the upper treble has markedly improved: for
example, depending on where and how hard a ride cymbal is hit, the upper harmonics are now much more clearly
differentiated. In the case of the delicate radio-ballad ‘Sail to the Moon’, the listener now feels he or she is sitting where
the drummer sits, with the silvery-metallic and golden darkened cymbal sounds clearly audible. Second, there is a marked
improvement in spatial positioning. Pin-point spatial orientation of instruments in the ‘background corners’ has increased,
but also micro-orientation within the plane. Staying with the example of the drum-kit: it now seems actually possible to
precisely localize the position of the drum sticks on the cymbals. Astonishing!
Finally, the Valvet mono-power amps have become even faster: their ability to mobilize enormous energy from a moment
of absolute stillness - without limits, compression or distortion. This can be nicely observed with the Talk-Talk classic
‘Chameleon Day’: exactly in the middle of this already quite soft and gentle song there is a moment of stillness – out of
which the singer Mark Hollis explodes with immense ‘fervour’: “Breathe on me – eclipse my mind!”, he mourns.
Those who do not get goose bumps at what the Valvet mono amps offer in terms of drive, transparency and clarity at this
point should urgently make an appointment to see a doctor.
My conclusion: Valvet have managed to significantly improve an already great product. Congratulations!
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